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It’s Spring!

And once again time to begin our plans for the AKC/DJAA Advanced Judges Institute. This year we are featuring both the Sporting and 
Non-Sporting Groups. So far, we have had a wonderful response! Thank you to those who have already responded. If you are the JEC of 
a Sporting or Non-Sporting breed and have not received a request for a presenter, please let us know! We are planning to present all 

the breeds in both the Sporting & Non-Sporting groups including the new breed, Barbet.

The AKC/DJAA Advanced Judges Institute for
Sporting and Non-Sporting breeds

will be held In Orlando, Florida
Tuesday, December 10th – Friday, December 13th



2018 Judge's Education Symposium!

Our Bi-annual Judges Education Symposium was held in Orlando, Florida December 14, 2018 in conjunction with the AKC/DJAA Advanced Judges Institute 
for Hound and Toy Breeds. What a wonderful turnout! Approximately 40 Judges Education Committee members, representing over 30 breeds were in 
attendance.

Sue Vroom (AKC Executive Field Representative/AKC Judges Education Liaison) and Sam Houston McDonald (DJAA President/JEC Irish Setter Club of 
America) presided over the Symposium. The topics of conversation included everything from soup to nuts - the responsibilities and function of the Judges 
Education Committee, the role of the JE Chairperson, developing a strong mentor committee, what makes a good breed presentation, seminar and workshop 
paperwork, were just some of the topics covered.

We have had some wonderful comments about the Symposium.
~ “LD” writes: “I did review my notes from the presenter seminar in Orlando and found them to be very helpful. That is a valuable seminar.”
~ From "GP": "I want to tell you how impressed my committee members and I were with the JES in Orlando. I must admit that it was one of the best seminars I 
have ever attended."

The dedication to their breed, their club and the fancy was extremely evident in the Parent Club Committee members who were able to join us. It is our 
hope everyone that attended walked away that evening full of ideas, goals, and enthusiasm for their committees and with a little more understanding of what 
their responsibility is to judges and to the future of their breed. We thank you for your commitment! 



Stepping Up
Responsibilities of a JE Committee

Sue Vroom, EFR/AKC Education Liaison

The subject I’ve elected to once again address is predicated on the squeaky wheel metaphoric cliché. It is a topic covered in past publications
however, this time with more of a finger-shaking approach.

One of the greatest challenges a breed education seminar coordinator faces is in first seeking out, then successfully contacting a parent club’s
JEC. Often, waiting for their response, if ever, to the request to provide a seminar presenter for Judges’ Study Groups/Institutes is a frustrating
challenge. Scheduling seminar presentations within the structure of a multi-breed Institute and the attempt to accommodate individual availability
and all its complexities is an almost impossible mission. It is understandable that busy personal schedules, financial limitation, etc. impacts
availability. Seminar organizers do understand that but at the very least, a response to the request is expected.

The position of Chairman implies that one directs and oversees the respective committee’s designated purpose and function. In the case of a
Breed Education committee, one can assume it is comprised of knowledgeable experienced people willing and able to teach what they have
learned, i.e.; the breed they know. In addition to these obvious qualifications, the pledge to be reasonably accessible in order to fulfill this
commitment is vital.

All parent club Boards maintain policy unique to their organization in the oversight of individual committees. No committee is designed to function 
autonomously absent of accountability to its Board of Governors. Speaking specifically of an Education committee, a JEC negligent or dismissive of 
his/her duties should be brought to the attention of its officers and subject to scrutiny. Having the title carries with it distinct responsibilities. 
Failure of a JEC to, at the least respond to participation requests causing an exhaustive effort by the seminar coordinator to secure a club 
approved presenter for an educational Study Group Institute should be cause for removal, in my opinion.

In the case of an AKC Institute when a full Group(s) is advertised as all respective breeds represented, refusal by a parent club is not an 
option. Having said that, coordinators will make every effort to work with JECs to provide materials and a suitable qualified presenter. Disregard or 
non-response by a breed club educator will result in a speaker whether club approved or not selected by the AKC Institute coordinator. Certainly, 
not a best-case scenario and flagrant disregard not only of a Chairman’s operational duty but a missed opportunity to invoke interest and 
education of their breed by a qualified club approved JE presenter. These same people are possibly among the first to complain about incompetent 
judging by ill-prepared evaluators. 

Perhaps a better understanding of regional judges’ study groups and AKC Institutes is necessary. Regional seminars are hosted by local show-
giving clubs during their event and oftentimes assisted by local judges’ groups and offer in many cases, a limited number of breed seminars 
throughout the day or several days. They are a good resource for judges within respective geographic areas to attend and receive creditable 
education. AKC Institutes are hosted and organized by AKC with the assistance of national judges’ organizations such as DJAA and ADSJ. The 
attractability for judges is the opportunity to choose among large numbers of seminars over multiple days offering full Group(s) representation by 
parent club approved presenters in order to gain credit qualification for application. 



AKC Institutes are typically held in conjunction with spotlight shows such as Orlando’s AKC/Royal Canin National Dog Show and Houston Series of 
Dog Shows and are prime time venues reaching a broader audience of students. A percentage of the attendees bring with them experience and 
longevity as an evaluator of currently approved breeds and a developed skill set in the finite understanding of how best to recognize, prioritize and 
sort through breed specific characteristics once obtaining creditable understanding. The advantage offered for presenters, attendees, and 
organizers are major entries and access to multiple dogs of varying style and quality for use in the hands-on workshops. In addition, attendance by 
qualified mentors and breeders available for mentoring sessions, and the opportunity to immerse oneself in strong speakers and detailed breed 
presentations.

Both types of educational platforms are equally advantageous for teacher and student. Many JECs use the opportunity to train their approved 
speakers and audit presentations at the regional level. It’s also an excellent time to gain feedback from attendees on both positive and negative 
aspects of the presented material. Typically, attendance at local Judges’ Study Groups is smaller and provides a more conversational atmosphere for 
insightful feedback and opportunity for one-on-one interaction with the attendee.

Most local judges’ study groups hold regular evening meetings and at times invite various breed club presenters to attend and give a breed 
seminar. An ambitious JEC may research a local judges’ group contact person and offer to conduct an educational seminar. It is a great forum for 
the presenter to practice and refine subject material and attendees to take advantage of an interactive learning experience.

The opportunity to educate and provide information about one’s breed should be a priority, however a Breed Education Chairman, once accepting 
the position most particularly bears the responsibility to make breed education available to all who seek it and upon acceptance of the 
Chairmanship, the number one priority above all else. Please answer your emails.



Making the Transition from Miscellaneous to Group

Six months before a breed moves from Miscellaneous to their designated Group is known as the Adjunct 
period. During this time individuals who have significant experience in owning, breeding, exhibiting 
and/or handling the breed may apply to become a judge for that breed.

This is the time for members of the Parent Club to seriously consider becoming a judge for both the 
Barbet and the Dogo Argentino. 

Individuals wishing to apply using the Adjunct Method must submit an application, between 

June 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019.



To All Seminar Hosts & Presenters:

We like to believe that the reason folks attend a breed presentation is because they truly have an interest and desire to learn and possibly judge the 

breed. This is true for the most part. However, from time to time you will find someone who is there to “check the boxes” and think that as long as their 
name is on the sign-in sheet they have fulfilled the criteria. It is for this reason we are commenting.

We have seen and have had reports from concerned attendees of instances of people signing in and then turning right around and leaving, never to 
return. There have also been incidences where someone will leave the seminar to go to the “restroom” and then return 40 minutes later. The worst 
scenario, someone signing for someone else and that individual never attending the seminar! This is not isolated to the classroom, as we have witnessed 
and had reports of the same in hands-on workshops.

While we are not asking for you as the host and/or presenter to act as the “seminar police” or to be confrontational we do ask you to be aware of these 
things and to take a few steps to be proactive. (1) If possible – pick up the attendance/sign-in sheet no later than 15 minutes in the start of the 
seminar. If someone is not there by that time, they should not receive credit for attending anyway, (2) try to take a head count of those present and 
compare to the number signed in, and (3) please only accept completed workshop sheets at the end of the experience from those present. You should 
only sign the workshop sheets for those who actively participated in the experience.

In addition, let us know if you experience “problem students”. Make a note on the attendance sheet beside the name of any attendee who sleep 
through the presentation, spends the whole time on their phone/tablet, wanders off for an excessive amount of time, etc. You can also provide this 
information in a note and forward with the seminar report and other documents you will be sending to Judging Operations afterwards. This information 
will be reviewed and where warranted, the problematic attendee will not be recorded as an attendee in our system which subsequently results in it not 
being accepted for educational credit on an application to judge your breed. We do take the feedback from mentors and presenters very seriously.

We do recognize that some of these suggestions may require an extra person in the room. This person may be part of your team or a person 
designated by the host club and their responsibilities could include acting as a monitor, controlling the sign-in sheet and keeping track of the comings and 
goings of attendees. They can also assist by handing out materials, keeping time, collecting worksheets… This assistance will allow you to concentrate on 
your presentation. We want all attendees to have an informative an educational experience, with your watchful assistance, we hope all can learn from your 
teaching. 

In the end please remember, your seminar students are seeking the approval to judge your breed! Turning a blind eye to those who are simply “there to 
be there” or try to “game the system” hurts the breeders and exhibitors of your breed in the end. We want to make every effort to create the best judges 
possible and are appreciative of your contributions toward this goal.



Are you planning a Judges Education seminar?

Send us the details!

We are happy to post an 

Announcement on the 

AKC website

Use the fillable Announcement form

and send it to kac1@akc.org

If Dr. Frankenstein had a dog, 

what would it be? 

~ A Laboratory Retriever! 



Mentoring is an important aspect in understanding a breed. Judges who are in the process of learning and preparing to apply 
for a breed will certainly be in search of a mentor either as a long-term mentor, a tutor, or ringside mentor. One of the best 
places to locate a mentor would be through the Parent Club. That’s why it is important to keep your mentor list current on the 
AKC website.

The American Kennel Club has approved Ringside Observations, Mentors, and Tutors as components to qualify for 
additional breed judges. Following is the Criteria:

1. Observer must be approved to judge at least one breed, as this component only applies on
Additional Breed applications.

2. Observer may observe with parent club approved mentors or individuals with a minimum of 12
years’ experience exhibiting or judging the breed in conformation. Judges approved in the

breed for 12 years may also mentor ringside. Observations with mentors not meeting the

criteria will not be accepted.
3. Ringside Observations and Apprentice Training require a major entry present for the breeds

observed. An overall entry of “significance” may also be accepted; sufficient for a 5 pt. Gr CH
major is a rule of thumb.

4. The expectation is to observe the entire entry to receive credit on an application. (exception

for parent club national specialty)
5. Observer and mentor must properly complete a Ringside Observation Form or Apprentice

Training Form which must be submitted with the application for that breed. NOTE: Forms will 

not be accepted without comments. Comments are mandatory.
6. Judges may observe at shows where they are judging.
7. Judges may mentor ringside at shows where they are judging but may not in a breed

scheduled to judge that day or the following days. (Keep in mind that walking out of the ring

and discussing the breed(s) they have judged should be conducted in a manner that would

not be offensive to an exhibitor.

Mentor lists are posted on the Judges Study Guides page of the AKC website. If you find that updating is needed please 
contact Kathy Caruana kac1@akc.org. Please include the mentors name, city, state, phone and email.
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We appreciate you!

Thank you for sharing your knowledge and experience

Thank you for your time and dedication

Thank you for your personal expense both monetarily

and time away from your families

Thank you for being the protectors of your breed.

The American Kennel Club and Parent Clubs are better

because of people like you!

If you have some great
ideas you would like to
share, please let us know!

Questions or need
assistance? Please feel free
to contact us by email at
judgesed@akc.org
or call 919-816-3862


